
Around about the spring of 1976 John Dinkel contacted me from Road & Track looking 
for a more modern way to test cars. I had heard about micro computers and read a fair 
bit about them so I proposed a solution using a micro computer. We came to agreement 
on a $5,000 fixed price which on hind site was a huge gamble on my part.
I set to work and started to design an Intel 4040 based computer. It turned out to be an 
engineering nightmare and I was never able to get it to work.  Electronic parts at that 
time required all sorts of voltage level changes. Integrated circuits were not all five volts 
or had no standardized I/O voltages. I gave up on the Intel 4040 and tried an RCA 1802 
CMOS part with standardized I/O voltages. That computer worked sort of and I was able 
to get it to blink an LED. Along came MOS Technology just in time with a low cost 
KIM 1 6502 Micro computer. A KIM 1 had it all. A keyboard for writing programs, an 
LED program counter and data display and a way of storing programs on audio tape. 
This was several years before the Apple II came out. 

I also had to expand the KIM 1 and add output for a printer and a LCD read out.
I also needed to find someway to select programs. That meant I needed an operating 
system. I wanted the printer to print data as soon as it was available and to display data 
in real time. For example; distance traveled and speed as well as elapsed time. I also had 
to get data into the computer someway from a fifth wheel sensor. I thought about it and 
thought about it and decided to add eight hardware interrupts.  The KIM 1 came with 
only one usable. The display program would be interrupted at appropriate times to 
handle an incoming data message. These too had to be added to the basic KIM 1. So I 
added a large perforated PC board and a bunch of wire wrap sockets. Wire wrap was 
widely used at that time in telephone exchanges so it was very reliable. I used a printing 
calculator as general purpose small printers were unavailable at that time.

This was probably one of the very first uses of a micro computer in a so called 
embedded application. Now they are used in everything from watches to car engines.

I had little or no money at the time so I could not afford a mini computer and teletype 
machine required for writing programs in assemble language. Of course at the time I did 
not know what an assembler program really did.  Later I learned that the assembler 
program converted the English like mnemonics into binary code the target micro 
computer could understand. It could also insert code into programs all ready written.

 I had to write the program in hex instruction code. Here is a table showing the hex 
codes for a 6502.  The mnemonics  are in the right column.  There could be as many as 
256 individual instruction binary codes. Fortunately not all were implemented.





It took me a year to write the program and get everything working. I had to invent a way 
of inserting code into the program that I had already finished. What I came up with was 
a printed form that had some of the columns and other pieces of needed information.
Here is what the form  looked like.



I used about 2/3rds of the page and put no operation codes on the rest of the lines. That 
way I could make corrections and add a bit of code with out starting completely over.
 I would wake up in the morning and find the program had changed overnight and would 
no longer work. My wife and I had a  cat named Kubla. The cat was a would be 
programmer and was sleeping on the KIM 1 computer keyboard at night because it was 
warm. 
It took me a while to figure out what was happening.

In any event here is the results of all my hard work.













After this article was published in Road & Track I received a lot of inquires from other 
people interested in testing cars.  A Phd by the name of Dave Lynn called me from the 
Los Alamos Atomic Energy laboratory  in New Mexico.  Dave was testing fuel cell 
powered golf carts and needed some real time test equipment. He proposed a deal with 
me. He found out I did not have a 6502  assembler but he had one running on a 10 
million dollar Cray 1 Super computer back at LASL. He told me if I would let him study 
my code he would translate it to assemble language  and let me have a copy.  Dave 
moved into my house in Hermosa Beach overlooking the Pacific ocean for a couple of 
weeks and spent 12 hours a day on my kitchen table studying and translating the 
program and hardware  it took me a year to develop and  write in hex code. We later co 
wrote a technical  article for the IEEE on the code and the hardware. I have that around 
here somewhere.

About that time the Apple II came out and I had started a company to sell Apple II 
accessories and programs.  My first Apple II had no keyboard and no power supply let 
alone a box to put it in. Just a mother board. I scrounged up a surplus keyboard and 
power supply and got the Apple II working.  A friend of mind by the name of Bob 
Bishop helped me port a 6502 assembler  to the Apple II. We started selling those for 
about $39.95 and we sold thousands the first year. We went from zero to $100,000 gross 
in less than a year.  We also became an Apple II dealer. As far as I know we were the 
second computer store in the world. Most of the early Apple II  program where written 
using our assembler.

The road test equipment biz was going well so I redesigned the KIM 1 and called it the 
SuperKIM. Chuck Peddle was the designer of the 6502 and the KIM 1... I think. I flew 
up to Northern California where he was working for MOS Technology and asked him 
personally if it was OK to use the name SuperKIM.  Fortunately he said yes.
The SuperKIM was designed for the needs of the road test system so it had more I/O and 
more memory. It also had the 8 hardware interrupts on board. We sold Road Test 
Systems to just about every vehicle manufacturer in the entire world. The SuperKIM 
was also widely used in Robots and industrial process control systems.

The road test system was also used by Road & Track to measure the take off 
acceleration of the Rutan around the world Voyager aircraft.












